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W
ith the Baltic Dry Index (BDI) higher by

more than 100% from the bottom es-
tablished in February, lots of activity
has been focused on buying 'cheap ships',
especially in the dry bulk sector. Dry
bulk asset prices have been at compelling

levels by historical standards despite the recent improvement
in asset prices. A call to buy
vessels at present levels seems
well justified by historical stan-
dards as ship prices are their
lowest.

There have been many road-
shows and investment presen-
tations to investors and many
shipowners are pounding their
fists on the table that this is
the time to go long the dry
bulk market and acquire vessels
in the secondary market, de-
spite the still weak freight mar-
ket. On many occasions, the
zeal of raising money to buy
ships it reminds of the 2010
when shipping asset prices
were low and shipowners were
looking to buy cheap vessels.
Like at present, in 2010 freight
rates were weak and asset
prices low and there had been
lots of temptation to buy ves-
sels, whether tankers, contain-
erships or dry bulk. Like at pres-
ent, the weak freight market
in 2010 had been the hurdle
to overcome, but signs of a mar-
ket recovery in 2013 convinced
many shipowners and equity
investors to bet big on the dry
bulk market.

Three years later, there have
been misgivings about most
of those investments in the dry
bulk market as publicly traded
companies like Scorpio Bulkers
were forced to a complete re-
treat from the capesize market
at a loss of more than $300 mil-
lion, while many smaller own-
ers and their JV-investments
with funds have been cause
for concern.  

There have been many caus-
es why the investments in the
shipping industry originated
around 2013 went badly, rang-
ing from following ‘herd men-
tality’ to poor execution. Given
the reaction by institutional
investors to investment pitches
at present to invest in the dry bulk market on account of low
asset prices, it seems that some lessons have been learned. The
pedagogic value of the lesson aside, the practical application is
that speculative and opportunistic money are now considering

shipping a highly risky industry, implying that the odds of excess
investments in shipping will be hard to come along in the future,
ensuring for a more balanced tonnage supply condition.  

The subdued reaction of institutional investors to shipping
notwithstanding, the shipowners’ appetite to keep investing in
shipping can be evaluated by many view points. ‘Cheap ships’
typically have been the foundation of fortune building in shipping,

but, on the other hand, it takes more ingredients than ‘cheap
ships’ to make for profitable investments. 

An analysis of the present situation of the shipping industry
depicts an industry undergoing structural changes in the world

where asymmetric risks keep building up. For example, shipping
banks make ever more evident by the day their present and
future dislike for the shipping industry, undermining one of
the pillars of the industry. In the financial markets, never before
the world has experienced such a prolonged period of extremely
low interest rates, including negative interest rates by many de-
veloped countries, a potentially explosive situation for monetary

policies worldwide, which will
have implications on fiscal pol-
icy as well. In a world of weak
economic growth, ever more
hopes are hitched to the China
wagon, at a time when it seems
that there is little wind has
been left in sails of that country
to fuel the strong growth every-
one expects; not to mention
China’s insatiable efforts to
control an ever larger slice of
the shipping market (Cosco
and CSL merger, acquisition
of the Valemax fleet, massive
built up of capesize and VLCC
vessels, etc) And, looking
around the world, one can see
the rising rhetoric in favor of
trade barriers against free
movement of cargoes and peo-
ple, a trend that logically will
have negative implications for
shipping. And, in an ever in-
ter-connected world of ‘the in-
ternet of things’ and disruptive
technologies, combined with
increased regulatory require-
ments, the risks for technolog-
ical disruption and obsolesce
are not negligible for shipping
any more."

Shipping has always been
a volatile and risky industry
and probably the main reason
that Greeks, driven by their
trading nature, have been at-
tracted to and have thrived his-
torically in this industry. The
present challenging state of
the market presents opportu-
nities and there is no doubt
there will be shipowners and
investors who will benefit great-
ly from the present turmoil.
On the other hand, we live now
in a world of amplified risks
when the shipping industry it-
self is undergoing structural
changes. While timing was the
main ingredient in the past to
make money by buying ‘cheap
ships’, in our present world,

low price by itself may not be sufficient for a profitable strategy.
Many more risks have to be assessed and mitigated, and for those
jumping at the low asset prices alone, there can be negative sur-
prises.

Ships are cheap:Please, think before you invest

Shipping has always been a volatile and risky industry and probably the main reason
that Greeks, driven by their trading nature, have been attracted to and have thrived
historically in this industry. The present challenging state of the market presents
opportunities and there is no doubt there will be shipowners and investors who will
benefit greatly from the present turmoil. 
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